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Inscribed to Jean-Paul Sartre
Richard Wright [and Jean-Paul Sartre]
Jeunesse noire [Black Boy]
Paris: Gallimard (1947)

$12,500

First French edition. Translated by Marcel Duhamel in collaboration with Andre R. Picard. Wrappers
in glassine dustwrapper. Pages browned, a small chip on the last leaf affecting no text, else near fine.
A novel which became the bestselling book by an African-American up until that time. This copy
Inscribed by Richard Wright to French Nobel Prize-winning author Jean-Paul Sartre: “For Jean-Paul
With all my best, As ever, Dick.” Additionally signed by the translator Marcel Duhamel. Wright was
keenly interested in Existentialist writing and it had a great influence on his own work. His association
with Sartre, in particular, was a more intimate one – the two authors became close friends and Wright’s
journals speak often of his high personal regard for the French author. Similarly, Sartre spoke of Wright
as one of the greatest living American writers, without regard for race, and on several occasions enlisted
Wright’s aid in political causes. A magnificent association. [BTC#63755]

(Richard Wright)
[Broadside]: Nixon Theatre...
Orson Welles and John
Houseman ... Canada Lee in
“Native Son” by Paul Green
and Richard Wright
Pittsburgh: S. & S. Printing Co. October
20, 1941
$350
Measuring 5" x 11". One horizontal
fold, some modest age-toning and a
tiny crease, near fine. Handbill for a
play presented by Mercury Productions
and directed by Orson Welles. Lists the
cast and synopsis of scenes, along with
the credits for the crew. Curiously one
of the credits reads: “Most stage stars
prefer Seagram’s V. O. as do Canada
Lee and the entire cast of ‘Native
Son’. It is used exclusively in the
performance.” The production, which
had its debut on March 24, 1941, was a
spectacular hit for both Welles and Lee,
whom The New York Times called “the
greatest Negro actor of his era and one
of the finest actors in the country.” The
play was at a later date filmed twice.
[BTC#383753]

Richard Wright
Fishbelly (The Long Dream)
Paris: Julliard 1960

$1000

First French edition of The Long Dream,
with additional interview with Wright not
in the U.S. edition. Translated by Hélène
Bokanowski. Fine in slightly age-toned, else
fine glassine dustwrapper. Nicely Inscribed
by Wright to André Dalmos, as well as
Signed by the translator Hélène Bokanowski.
[BTC#386363]

(Richard Wright)
Press Photograph of
Richard Wright
New York: Culver Pictures,
Inc. [no date -circa 1945?]
$500
Sepia toned gelatin silver
photograph. 5½" x 8". A
little wear at the corners,
tape shows and later rubber
stamped information on
the verso, near fine. Image
of Wright, lighting a
cigarette and seated behind a
typewriter. [BTC#425982]

Richard Wright
Native Son
Sydney: Angus and Robertson 1960

$250

First Australian edition. Very good with cocked spine, owner’s bookplate, owner’s signature, and foxing
to endpapers and page edges in good dustwrapper with long tears and tape repairs to spine, age-toning
to back panel, but a bright, lovely front panel. Along with Ellison’s Invisible Man and Baldwin’s Go
Tell It On the Mountain, one of the indisputable mid-century classics of African-American literature.
[BTC#290305]

